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SUMMARY
Problem relating to the stability and control of tuilk?ss
izirplanmare diwu-medin cowid.eraiionof contempora~ experi-
ence and praztice. In the prewnt si!de of the dm”gn qf id?.e88
airplane9j it appeur8thai:
(1) Sweepbazk afiordi a method oj supplying tail lengthfor
direciwnal and limgitwdinul~i!abilityand control and allows
th whlizaiion oj a highli$fip but introdw und.wirabletip
dalling tendenti thai mwt be ovimonw bejore the advantage8
oj 8weepbackcan be realized.
(.2) The dzmping in pitching appear8 to haoe little e&i on
thu lonfl”tudina.1,behuvior oj the airplmu provided the 8i!u$ic
margin h never penniii!d to becomenega.k.
(3) The dweciwnal 8tabiI?itymw8tbe a8 greui a8jar conven-
twnal airplanes ij the gamerequirement regardingsah%jactory
8tab?’& and control chmw%rist.iceare to be adi%ed to.
(4) Th irghunceoj thelu.ted rwistan.w and tlw dumping
in yawing on the$ying qud’i%% ?%somewhu-tobscure; however
it h beltived thai these paranwtm wiU be oj 8econdm-yim-
portance @ adequatedirectimudstuWity ix auppltid.
(6) On account oj the di..i%x encountered in obtaini~
adeqwaiesta~ity and control with tu~e88 airpik.e8, it appear8
that a thorough reeviduution oj the relative perjormunce to be
expectedjrom taiUe38and conventimuddwigru should be maG%
bi#oreproce+sdingjurthm with 8tu&bityand control 8twdie8.
INTRODUCTION
Much interest hm been shown in tailless airplanes during
the past few years. A number of tailless-airplane designs
have appeared and prototypes of several of these designs
have been flown extensively. It appears desirable at this
time to amplify and expand an earlier work (referenm 1)
relating to the stability and control of tailless airplanes in
the light of the recent flight experience acquired and the
related studies that have accompanied the development of
new designz.
It is the purpose of this paper to assemble and record
some expressions of fact and opinion pertaining to numerous
problems that have assumed significance in tailless-airplane
design rather than to supply specitlc quantitative design
data. The problems specifkally discussed in this paper
pertain ta the requirements and attainment of longitudinal
and lateral stability and control and to spinning, tumbling,
and steadiness in flight as regards gunnery and bombing
platform. A discussion is also included of some of the
relativo merits of tailless and convmtional airplanes.
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lift coefficient
drag coefficient
roll@moment coefficient
yawing-moment coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient
airspeed
yawing angular veloci~
density of air
msss of airplane
dynamic pressure
()
~pV2 ;also,pitching angular velocity
btme’cient(%)
hinge-moment cmiiicient
angle of attack
angle of sideslip
angle of sweep
taper ratio; ratio of tip chord to root chord
~ ~ea, except ss designated otherwise by subscript
wing chord, except m designated otherwise by subscript
mean aerodynamic chord
napect ratio
distance of aerodymunic center from center of gravity
vertical displacement of thrust axis nom center of
gravi~ (positive when thrust sxis is below center of “
gravity)
wing span, except as designated otherwise by subscript
propeller dismetcr
stick force
trailing-edge angle (see fig. 11)
landing-gear angle (see fig. 13)
control-surface deflection
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Subscripts :
i
a
e
t
r
i/4
flap ; also, ilipper
aileron
elevator
tab
rudder
about quarter point of mean aerodynamic chord
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
It was noted in reference 1 that a straight wing with a
slight reflex camber and dihedral has all the necessary aero-
dynamic characteristics for both longitudinal and lateral
stability. A straight wing employing a hailing-edge flap
as a trimming control, however, suffers an undesirable loss
in maximum lift, particularly if the static margin is large.
In order to improve this condition, the installation of leading-
cdge slats has been considered. This solution has found little
favor, however, because of the accompanying increase in
profile drag and the unusually high attitude required for
landing with leading-edge slats. At the present time the
most practicable method of overcoming the deficiency in
mnxinmm lift appeam to be to incorporate sweepback (or
sometimes sweepforward) into the wing. The majority of
the contempo~ problems in longitudinal stability- of tail-
less airplanes arise from the adoption of this solution.
EFFECTSOFSWEEP
Advantages of sweep,-sweepback gives the wing an
effective “tail length” and is therefore especially adaptable
for tailless airplsnw. This tnil length is proportional to the
product of onc+hrdf the span of the portion of the wing with
sweep and the tangent of the sweep angle; consequently,
(1) high-lift flaps can be located at the center of the wing
where their lift incremeniw produce only minor changes in
the pitching moment about the center of gravi~ of tie air-
plane, (2) flaps for longitudinal control can be located near
the wing tips wham only minor changes in lift are needed to
produce the requisite pitching moments for trim, and (3)
more leeway is permitted in locating the center of gravity
inasmuch ns the aerodymunic center of the wing can be
controlled by the angle of sweepbsck.
If only high lift is considered, the results of an inv@iga-
tion relating to the use of various types of flap on swept-back
wings have indicated that trailing-edge split flaps am prwtic-
ularly suitable for swept-back wings because of the rela-
tively small pitching-moment increment accompanying the
production of a given lift increment (reference 2). The ratio
of the pitching-moment increment to the lift increment
produced by a flfLp depends, of course, on the position of the
centroid of the flap load relative to the aerodynamic centm of
the wing. The centroid of the flap load has been observed
ta move forward rdong the wing chord as the hinge-line
position of the flap is shifted forward, with the consequence
that the ratio of the flap pitching-moment increment to the
flap lift increment is reduced. The extent of the forwnrd
movement of the centroid of the incremental flop load ac-
companying a forward shift of the flap hinge line that may be
expected for full-span trailing-edge split flaps is given in
figure 1. It wns noted in reference 3 that the ratio of the flrLp
pitching-moment increment to the flap lift increment could
be considerably reduced by moving the flap hinge line forwmrd
with only slight losses in the magnitude of the flap lift asso-
ciated with a given flap deflection. It appeam, therefore,
that shifting the hinge line of the flap affords a promising
means of mhimizhg the pitching moments caused by high-
lift flaps, but more data on ti effect me needed before
speciiic recommendations can be made.
4
FIQIJREl.—Varhtlmrof centroidof inm’omentd 88Plmd vdtbflaphingm-l!nepmltki for
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It is known that, for trailing-edge flaps, an increase in
flttp chord shifts the centroid of the incremental flap load
forward and thus causes a reduction in the ratio of the flap
pitching-moment increment to the flap lift increment. This
effect can be observed in figure 1 by comparing the results
for diflerent flap chords. At the present time, the optimum
combiurttion of flap size and flap hinge-line position for specific
designs must be determined by experiment.
TIM lift increments produced by flaps are governed also
by the plan form of the basic wing design. The importsmt’
fttctore am (1) the aspect ratio, (2) the taper ratio, and
(3) the angle of sweep. Of pmtic&r interest for tailless
airplanes is the so-called self-trimming flap, which is a flap
ttrmnged to produce zero pitching-moment increment about
the aerodynamic center of the ‘wing. The effect of aspect
ratio on the lift-coefficient increment produced by a sclf-
thuning trding-edge split flap on a swept-back wing is shown
in iigure 2. The effect of taper ratio on the lifixocflicient
increment produced by a flap is discussed in reference 4 and
an indication of the cifect to be expected can be obtained
from figure 3. In general, a moderate taper ratio of the
order of 2:1 is recommended. The effect of sweepback on
the lift increment produced by a self-trimmhg trail@edge
split flap on rt swepkback wing is shown in figure 4. The
dmta in figures 2 to 4 were taken from an analytical investi-
gation of sti-trimming trailing-edge split flaps (reference 2).
Although trailing-edge split flaps have been found to be
particularly beneficial on swept-back wings in producing
high lift, it is cautioned that there are considerations other
than high lift involved in the selection of a flap for a specific
design. l?or example, consideration of the minimum drag
of flaps for take-off, ground clearance, and the operation of
a pusher propeller in the flap wake may lead to the adoption
of some other flrLpeven at some sacrifice in lift.
Increases in maximum lift can be expected with ewept-
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forward wings, provided the high-lift flaps are placed on the
outer portion of the wing span and the flap for longitudinal
control is placed at the center of the wing.
Disadvantage of sweep,—A most disagreeable character-
istic of a swept-back wing is the inherent tenden~ to stall
prematurely at the tips, a phenomenon primarily associated
with the lateral flow of the boundmy layer. This charac-
teristic is particularly undesirable because it occurs first
Sweepback angle, ~ deg
~CWBE 4.-Effectof SWWpiwk on * fnmement in Ifft cwfffckt prodncwl by mr-
dge .@t fip hevhg zero pMhfn3-moment fmmm~t ntit fie =@=ofo mntir Of
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over the rear portion of the wing where the control surfaces
are located. The tip stall is manifested as a pronounced
pitohing and rolling instability accompanied by a tendency
of the elevatcm or ailerons to float upward. An example
of the effect produced by the tip stall on the pitching moment
of a swepkback wing is given in figure 5. The rapid increase
in positive pitching-moment coefficient accompanying the
tip stall is characteristic.
Swep&forward wings tend to stall first at the central part
of the wing. Center-section stalling muses pitching insta-
bility but the rolling instability associated with the tip stall
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of swept+back wings does not occur. This advantage of
sweep fonvard, however, is partly offset by the &tlicul@
oreated in obtaining adequate static balance on account of
the forward shift in the aerodynamic center of the wimg
caused by sweep forward. WXh swephfommrd wings, the
fuselage or load-carrying element must be placed ahead of
the wing in order that the center of gravity may be ahead
of the aerodynamic center.
Remedies for tip stalling.-Before satisfactory flight be-
havior can be assured, provision must be made for delaying
or elirninatii the tip stall. Various schemes have been
proposed for delaying or eliminating the tip stall and a
number of such schemes are summariz ed as follows:
(1) J$Zng twi.st.-It has been proposed to wash out~tho
wing tips, that is, to lower the angle of attack of the section
near the tip. Reference 5 shows that the amount of wash-
out required to benefit the tip stalling characteristics is
sufficient to increase the drag of the wing seriously at low
angle9 of attack. One method of avoiding the high drag
is to have a portion of the wing tip rotatablo in ilight.
The rotatable wing tips should be so proportioned with
respect to the elevator that the airplane cannot bo stalled
until the tip angle has been sufficiently reduced to eliminate
the tip stall.
(2) Chunge in ai.q%il section.-The initial stalling of the
wing sections on the outer span of the wing can be con-
trolled somewhat by increasing the thickness or changing
the camber of the airfoil sections used. The results of refer-
ence 5 indicate that this method can appreciably increaae
the angle of stall of a wing without flaps or sweepbnck,
particularly if a change in camber is used in conjunction
with wing twist. The analysis in reference 5 does not con-
sider the efFects of sweep or flaps. Changing the wing sec-
tions, however, generally has the disadvantage of increasing
the drag of the wing at low angles of attack.
(3) l’ld-plate separat@r8.-1t has been suggested that the
tip stall might be delayed by means of vertical flat plates or
fins alined with the wing chord at about one-half tho dis-
tance to the wing tip and extending around tho trailing edge
of the wing and forward almost to the lerding edge, The
function of the plate is to prevent cross flow of the boundary
layer by “separating” the fields of flow along the wing span,
Experiments on swep~back wings with flabplate sepamtora
installed have indicated that some increase in the anglo of
stall can be obtained by this method alone but that gonernlly
a new stall is induced just inboard of the plate itself. Bettor
results might be obtained if the flat-plate separators am mod
in conjunction with change9 in wing plan form, particularly
in the vicinity of f-he wing tip.
(4) i%mges in plan jorm at tip.—According to tests made
in the Langley free-flight tunnel, a change in wing plan form
at the tip alone has little eilect on the tip stall (fig. 5), as
evidenced by the instability manifested by the pitching-
moment curves for all tip arrangements. It appears from
associated tuft studies that flow- separation alvmys occurs
at the junction between the tip and the inboard portion of
the wing. In any event, the change in plan form shculd
extend inboard of the original stalled regions.
(5) Leading-edge shu!.s.-The use of tip slats haa been found
to be the most tiective method of delaying the tip stall.
Leading-edge slats may increase the angle of stall as much
as 10° if judiciously located. Tests of models in the Lwgley
bee-fight tunnel have indicated the necessity of extend-
ing the slat at least over the portion of the wing ailected by
the stall. It has been found that slat spans of the order of
30 to 50 percent of the wing span are neceswuy to abolish
completely the effects of the tip stall. Typical stalled arms
behind a sweptiback wing with various slat arrangements
are shown in figure 6.
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If fixed slats are used, an undesirable increase in drag may
result at low angles of attack. It may be possible, however,
to build retmctnblo slats that have only minor efFects on the
ovmwdl drag of the wing at low angla of attack after more
research and work on the development of retractable slats
have been done.
(0) Taper.-Part of the stalling of swept-back wings can
bo attributed to high taper. The use of highly tapered
swept-back wings should be avoided, therefore, inssmuch
as data on tapered wings indicate that the beneficial effecti
of sweepback can be obtained with moderrtte taper ratios of
the order of 2:1 (reference 5).
LONGITUDINALSTABJLITY
As with a conventional airplane, a tailless airplane is
statically stable if the center of gravity is ahead of the
mrodynrunic center. The pcsition of the aerodynamic cen-
ter is appreciably affected by (1) the addition of a fuselage
or a streamlim nacelle, (2) sweepbrwk, and (3) power. The
extent of the forward shift of the aerodynamic center prc-
duccd by u fuselage or nacelle has been discussed in
rcforcnco 6. The basic procedures for calculating the aero-
dymunic center of wings of various plan forms are given
in reference 4. Applications of lifting-surface theory to
iho dotermhmtion of the span loading of swept-back wings
can be found in reference 7. The effects of power on
longitudinal stability are discussed in the following
pnrngraphs.
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Effectsof power,—The analysis of the effects of power
o-n the longitudinal stability is somewhat simpler for tailless
airplanes than for the conventional airplane on account of
the absence of the horizontal tail. For convenience, the
effects are divided .&to three pnrts:
(1) Effects associated with normal force and direct
thrust of propellem
(2) Effects associated with slipstream velocity and
dowmvnsh behind propellers
(3) Effects ass.ocirdmdwith dynamic rtction of jets
The effect of the propeller normal force is small for the
conventional arrangements of propellers and is usually a
bed factor for a given design. Methods of estimating the
effect are available in reference 8.
As with conventional airplanes, the effect of the thrust
on stability is directly proportional to the product of the
thrust and the perpendicular distance from the center of
gravity of the airplane to the thrust line. This effect is con-
trolled, of course, by the vertical location of the propeller
and the inclination of the thrust line. The farther above the
center of gravity the thrust line passes, tie greater is the
stabilizing effect produced by a given thrust; rtnd the farther
below the center of grrtvitg- the thrust line passes, the
greater is the instability produced by a given thrust. In any
cnse,the farther from the center of gravity the thrust line
passes, the greater are the changes in trim due to the thrust
that accompany changes in power. This effect is illus-
trated in figure 7. The effects of power were small when the
thrustAine axis passed close to the center of gravity of the
airplane. When the thrust line vms 0.048Z below the center
of gravity, however, the stability decreased apprccinbly.
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AL a lift coefficient of 0.8,the static margin decreased from
O.O4 to 0.012 and the unbalanced pitching moment intro-
duced by the thrust required about 10° of down elevator to
trim the airplane.
The propeller slipstream is an important contributing item
to the longitudinal stability characteristics of the airplane
particularly for tractor arrarugements. The controlling fac-
tor is the location of the aerodynamic center of the portion
of the W@ immersed in the slipstream If the aerodynamic
center of this portion of the wing is behind the center of
.~vi~ of the airplane, the slipstream produces a stabilizing
effect; if the aerodynamic center of this portion of the wing
is ahead of the center of gravity of the airplane, the slipstream
produces a destabilizing effect. Design parameters rdfect@
the contribution of the propeller slipstrewn are (1) the loca-
Fmwm?.8.—Effe& of power cmthe Icmgitudtnalstabfflty of a hactor-type tnflks akplsne.
tion of the section aerodymunic centexs, (2) the spantie
location of the propellem, and (3) the inclination of the pro-
peller axis. The basic moment of the immersed wirqg sec-
tions also has an effect. Figure 8 indicates the magnitude
of some of the power effects to be expected.
For the tmctor-type tailless airplane shown in figure 8, the
thrust line passes near the center of gravity so that the effect
of the thrust is negligible. The aerodynamic centers of the
wing sections immersed in the slipstream are ahead of the
center of gmvi~, however, and the slipstream therefore
produces a destabilizing effect.
From consideration of changes in static margin nnd triq
it nppears desirable on tailless airplanes of the pusher type
to locnte the thrust line close to the center of gravity of the
( )airplone ~<0.01 is recommended and, if feasible, to locate
the propeller so that the aerod~amic centers of the wing
sectim]s affected by the inflow to the propeller are either on
or slightly behind the lateral axis through tho center of
.-vity of the airplane.
For jet-propelled airplanes, the location rmd inclination of
the jet axis exercises an effect on the stability characteristics
of the airplnne similar to the effect produced by the thrust of
a propeller. At the present time, it appenm that tho locntion
of the jet axis should be governed by the same fnctors which
were considered in the discussion conceding the location of
the thrust line of conventionally powered airplanes.
Damping in pitoh,—As pointed out in reference 1, the low
value of O.q associated with tailless airplanes is no serious
disadvantage so far as the damping of the oscillations is
concerned if the airplane hns a positive static margin. It
appeam that damping is introduced by the particular coupling
of the modes of motion w affected by the low value of Cmg
and by the reduced radius of gyration in pitch as shown in
reference 1 and figure 9. The remdta of teats in the Langley
free-flight tunnel (reference 9) indicated that changes in the
rotational damping in pitch have little effect on the longi-
tudinal steadiness for values of the static margin grenter
than 0.03.
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It wns pointed out in reference 1 that the reduced damp@g
in pitch of a tailless airplane might result in an uncontrollable
motion of the airplane if the static margin is allowed ta
become negative. This contention has been supported by
subsequent tests in the Lrmgley free-flight tunnel (reference
9). The teds indicated that a serious form of instability
may develop when the static margin of a tailless airplane
becomes negative. As a result of this danger of uncontrollable
motions with negative static margins, it is recommended that
the center of gravity of a tailless airplane never be permitted,
under any conditions, to reach a position behind the
aerodynamic center.
Tumbling.-A form of dynamic instability of tailless air-
planes may be manifested M tumbling. Tumbling consists
of rL continuous pitching rotation about the latersil axis
of the airplane. The maneuver is extremely violent and
imposes severe accelerations on parts of the airplane.
So far as is known, there are no authenticated instances of
the occurrence of tumbling in flight. Models of tsillcss
airplanes have been made to tumble in the Langley 20-foot
free-spinning tunnel, however, by forcing the model to
simulate a whip std. At the present time, however, little
is known about the mechanics of the tumbling motion.
Teats conducted in the Langley 20-foot free-spimning tunnel
have shown that the position of the center of gravity hss a
pronounced effect on the motion. It appesm that provision
of a large static margin prevents tumbling but that a stable
tumbling condition may exist if the static margin is slight.
Tests have shown also that once the tumbling motion has
started the normal flying controls are relatively ineffective
for recovery from this stable tumbling condition.
In view of the severity of the tumbling msneuvers, it is
recommended that tumbling tests be required of models of
all fighter tailless airplanes.
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
One of the dif%cult problems in the design of tailless air-
planes is the provision of adequate longitudinal control. The
type of longitudinal control usually employed consists of an
elevator (or flap) placed at the tiding edge of the wing.
With this type of control, the loss in lift caused by the flap
deflection required to trim the airplane cam be appreciable,
particularly for a taillc.w airplane with a large static margin.
The computed loss in lift that results horn trimmhg the
airplane at various values of static margin is shown in
figure 10. It is evident flom figure 10 that the loss in lift
caused by the longitudinal control can be minimized by
placing the control surfaces at the tips of highly swept-back
wings of high nspect ratio. When the longitudinal control
is placed near the wing tips, the elevator can be combined
with the aileron in an arrangement to be discussed later in
the section entitled “Aileron Control.”
Design requirement,-It is to be expected that the elevator
stick-force requirements for tailless airplsms should be the
same as for conventional airplanes of the same CIW. The
balance requirements for tailless airplanes, however, are
more severe than for conventional airplanes. For the same
static margin, the elevator of a tailless sirphme usually must
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be deflected considerably more than that of a conventional
airplane in order to produce the same changes in trim lift
coefficient in flight. The elevator on tii.lless airplanes, being
an integral pm-t of the wing, must also operate at all angles
of attack of the wing up to the stall. The elevator m~t
therefore be balanced over a large range of angle of attack
and deflection.
In order that push forces may be required to increase the
airplane speed (horn trim speed) and that pull forces may
be required to reduce the airplane speed, the inherent up-
floating tendencies of the elevator with increasing sngle of
attack must be reduced. The critical case for stick-force
reversal (called elevator snatch) is that for neutral longi-
tudimd stability (or zero static margin). If there is to be
no stick-force reversal for this case, the vsxiation of the
elevator hinge moment with angle of attack must be zero
or positive at all anglca of attack throughout the flight
range. When this condition is fulfilled, the elevator either
remains stationary or floats down as the angle of attack is
incressed. Further discussion of this point may be found
in reference 10.
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FIOUUE11.
Types of oontrol.-A plain flap is unsuitable for use as an
elevator on CLtailless airplane mainly because it floats upward
as tlm angle of attack of the wing is increased. In figure 11,
the upfloating tendency of the flap is manifested by the iu-
crensingly negative flap hinge moments that are developed
as tho angle of nttack is increased. Various balancing
sclmmes have been proposed for reducing or eliminating
the upfloating tendency of plain flaps but no aerodynamic
balances are yet known that completely satisfy the design
requirements. Several brdance arrangements, however, show
promise of being satisfactory in tmo-dimensioned tests but
have received no experimental verification in three-
dimonsionnl tests. A few of the proposals are discussed in
the following pmrgraphs:
(1) Beueh.-Figure 11 presents the variation of elevator
section hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attnck at
zero elevator deflection for straight-side and beveled elev~
tars with and without internal balance vented at the hinge
line. The curves indicate that the desired hingc+moment
variation with angle of attack cannot be obtained with these
nrmngoments of bevel and internal balance. Since the
slopes for fdl elevators are nearly parallel at large angles of
attack, it is not to be expected that favorable curves can be
obtained either by further increasing the trailing-edge angle
or by increasing the length of the internal balance vented
at the hinge line.
Beveled elevatons also affect the location of the wing aero-
dynamic center. The mngnitude of the effect depenck on
the chord and span of the elevntor. In general, the stick-
.Squm’e foot.
iixed aerodynamic center of the wing moves forward with nn
increase in trail@g-edge angle, and the stick-free aerodynamic
center of the wing moves backward with an incrense in
traihng-edge fuygle.
(2) ilpeciul twnting.-It has been suggested that an interns]
balance be used which has a vent near tho airfoil leading edge.
Analysis of available data indicates that, at large angles of
attack, however, this amangement would have the same Un-
favorable characteristics ns the intmmd-brdance mrrmge-
men ts vented at the hinge line.
An analysis of pressure-distribution data indicates that an
internal balance vented near the trailing edgo of the airfoil
would give the desired hinge-moment variation with angle of
attack. The fact that the pressure changes in this region
of the airfoil are and, however, appears to demand an
internal balance of such length as to be impracticable.
(3) i3’lots ahead of elewtors.-As the upflonting tendency
inherent in all control surfmes at large angles of attack is
caused by air-flow separation over the control surfaces, it
has been proposed that slots be placed in the wing ahead of
the elevator as one means of suppressing this effect. Vmy
little research has been done on this particular scheme how-
ever and, at the present time, all that em be mid is that it
might be advantageous.
(4) Automatically controlled i!ubs.-several rather mechrm-
ically complex types of balance have been proposed to pre-
vent elevator-force reversals. Because a tab is normally a
powerful means of chrqing elevator hinge moments, it has
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beeu[proposecl to place a tab on the elevator and cause the
tab to deflect upward in such a manner that the elevslar
flods down when the angle of attack is increased. The
deflection of the tab would be controlled either by linking
it to an internal balance, suitably vented, or by linking it
to a free-floating spanwise portion of the elevator called a
flipper. The flipper should be located along the span in a
region where the stroll is first manifested over the control
surface. Two-dimensional characteristics of several such
flipper-tab arrangements have been computed horn section
data, and the results are presented in figure 12. Some of
the configurations result in hinge-moment slopes that are
either zero or positive at all angles of attack. If similar
characteristics could be obtained in three-dimensional flow,
no stick-force revend would occur for these combinations.
The stick force could be controlled by adapting a spring
either to the same tab or to an auxiliary tab.
(5) @iZem.—The possibility of using a spoiler as an
elevator has been suggested as & means of avoiding stick-
forco reverwds. The loss in lift accompanying the production
of a given pitching moment is greater with the spoiler con-
trol, however, than with the elevator control. Unpublished
tests of rearvmrdly located spoilers on two ditl%rent models
confirm tlm fact that spoiler projections of less than O.OIC
produce negligible changes in lift. Such a spoiler is unde&-
~blo for longitudinal control because a small stick movement
produces no change in trim, whereas a larger movement of
the stick may produce large changes in trim and normal ac-
cclorrttion. The characteristic of spoilers can be controlled
somewhat by adjusting the spoiler span and by incorporating
special vmting to the spoiler.
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Inasmuch as the spoiler maybe located ahead of an aileron,
an upward deflection of the spoiler would cause the aileron
to have an upfloating tendency and at the same time cause
the ailerons to be lws nearly balanced.
Control for take-off,-Under take-off conditions, the longi-
tudinal control, besides supplying a pitching moment large
enough h trim the wing at the lift coeilicient corresponding
to the ground angle of the airplane, maybe required to supply
the “additional” pitching moment necessary to counteract
(1) the pitching moment of the weight of the airplane about
the point of contact with the ground, (2) the pitching moment
created by the friction force on the wheels, and (3) pitching
moments arising from interference caused by the proximity
of the airplane to the ground (references 11 and 12). In
order to make certain that the airplane has adequate longi-
tudinal control to compensate for these additional pitching
moments arising during the take-off, the Army requirements
for an airplane equipped with a tricycle landing gear state
that the longitudinal control shall be powerful enough to
pull the nose wheel off the ground at 80 percent of the take-
off speed during operation off terrain where the coeilicient of
friction is 1 /10 (reference 13). An idea of the magnitude of
the “additional” pitching moment that the longitudinal
control must supply to compensate for the extraneous effects
associated with take-off may be obtained from fi=me 13.
Because of the short moment arm associated with the
elevator of a taillex airplane, it is extremely dii%cult to
(a) O-IY.
(b) L9-lCP.
(c) e-lff.
RIQUBE13.—AddMonal pitcldng-momemtmeftldont requhwi to ptdl the nose wheel of a
kdllms alrplaoe off the munnd at SOIMITent of the tnke+ff *. Ass’mmM takeafr
(7L-I.16.
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design an elevator that can alone supply the pitching
moments necessary to meet the &my take-off requirements;
for example, point A spotted on figure 13(c) -was computed
for a typical tailless airplane. For this case, a pitching-
moment coe5cient of —0.335 is needed to raise the nose
wheel off the ground. The elevator dectiveness G& for
this airplane is only —0.003 per degree, and thus the elev~tor
cannot raise the nose wheel for take-off. In order to remedy
this situation, it has been proposed to utilize the nose wheel
as a jack to adjust the ground angle during the take-off run.
If some scheme of this type is not provided, it appears
likely that tailles9 airplanes may experience difEcuI@ in
raising the nose wheel off the ground at take-off if the landing-
gear angle 0 is large, particuhmly with large static margins.
Center-of-gravity range.-On the basis of the longitudimd
stability and control problems which have been discussed, it
appears that the p er.mkible range of center-of-gravity
position compatible with satisfackny flight behn.vior is more
critical for taill= airplane9 than for conventional airplanes.
If the static margin becomes negative, there is danger of
encountering longitudinal instability either as a divergence
from straight flight or as tumbling. If the static margin is
too great, the elevator control may not be powerful enough
to raise the nose wheel off the ground at take-off. Further-
more, ~ the static margin is large, the elevator deflection
required to trim the airplane in level fright may seriously
impair the efficiency of the wing with a consequent loss in
perfommnce of the airplane. At the present time, a range
of ultimata static margin from 0.02 to 0.08 appears to ba
rensonnble for tailless airplanes.
LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL
DIRECTIONALSTAEILITY
Since the publication of reference 1, several models of tail-
less airplanes have been tested in the Langley free-flight
tunnel. It has been veriiied from these teats that the
amount of directional stibili~ poesessed by tailless airplanes
should be as grat as required on conventional airplanes a~
the same reqwiremenls regarding sai%fwtq $ying qua.liiix
am to be adhered to. The value of the directional-stability
parameter C.e, recommended for conventional airplane-a, is
usually greater than 0.001 per degree. As evidenced from
figure 14,however, models have been flown in the Langley
free-flight tunnel and with a value of Ov of only one-third
this amount although the best fly@ qualities of these models
were obtained with values of Cmgin excess of 0.001.
The inherent aerodynamic characteristics of the wing alone
have sometimes been tried M the source for directional
stability. The amount of stability contributed by the wing
depends on the wing plan form and the lift coefficient. The
effect of the wing plan form do= not appear large but more
data are needed on this subject. The directional stabili~ of
the wing alone increases somewhat with lift coefficient. The
directional stability at low angles of attack for the wing alone
has generally been found to be inadequate although adequate
stability may sometimes exist at high angles of attack.
A pusher propeller usually contributes a small degree of
directional stability because of the stabilizing normal pro-
peller force. If, in addition, the pusher propeller is mounted
behind a vertical tail surface, an additional increment in
directiomd stability is realized from the vertical tail surfnce
because of the effects produced by the inflow of wir into the
propeller.
The destabilizing effect of a fuselage or streamline nncello
on the directional stability has been discussed in reference 1.
The destabilizing effect of the fuselage rmd nacelle of tailless
airplanes is usually at least as great ns the stabilizing effects
contributed by the w@ alone. It is therefore neceswuy on
tailless airplanes to provide some method of supplying
directional stability.
The provision of adequate directional s~bility for tnilless
airplanes is more d.i.flicnlt thnn for conventional airplnncs
because of the short longitudinal moment arm. A variety
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of iin arrangements and end platea of the type discussed in
reference 1 has been tested on models of tailless airplanes iu
the Ixu@ey free-flight tunnel in ftn effort to improve tho
directional stability of speciiic models. A n%umd of somo of
the more pertinent considerations that hrtve evolved from
thwe tests is given in the subsequent discussions,
(1) Fins.-It has been found that, for a tailloas airplnne
having a straight wing, adequate directionrtl stibility can be
provided by vertical tail surfaces located at the center section
of the wing near the tmiling edge (or on the fuselage if one
is available). The size and number of vertical tails necessary
for a specific design of course depends primarily on the
degree of directional stability required. When multiple
tails are used, it appears to be preferable to use as few tnik
of ns high aspect ratio as possible because (o) ha of high
nspect ratio are more effective than iins of low aspect ro tie,
(b) the interfmmce effects between ndjaccnt vertical fins nre
minimized, and (c) much of the fln is outside the relatively
thick boundary layer on the upper rear surface of the wing.
If the tailless airplane has a swept-back wing, the usual
practice is to place the vertical tail surfaces at the tips rather
than at the center section in order to take advnntngo of tho
longer moment arm available. When vertical iins are plnced
at the wing tip extremities, however, the moment arm neso-
ciated with the drag of the tip fin is so large (one-half the
span) that the drag charac.teristica as well as the Iift chnrnc-
teristim of the tip iins exert an influence on the directional
stabili~. The relative contribution of the lift and drng of
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the tip fins to the directional stability of the airplane of
course depends on their inherent aerodynamic characteristics.
Some attention must accordingly be devoted to setting the
initial angle of the tip iins.
If directional stability is to be obtained with tip fins of
low aspect ratio (less than about 2), the tip fin must be set
with some initial toe-in because of the large induced drag
. associated with lifting surfaces of low aspect ratio. When
the airplane is yawed, the stabilizing moments generated
by tip iins are produced by the large induced drag of the
forward wing tip. If, on the other hand, directional stability
is to be obtained with tip fins of moderate or high aspect
ratio, the tip fins must be set with some initkd toe-out.
With toed-out tip fins, the stabilizing moments are gener-
ated by the outwardly directed lift as explained in reference 1.
The stalling characteristics of the tip fins, moreover, are
an important design consideration. When an airplane
with toed-out tip fins is yawed to an angle sticient ta stall
tlm rear tip fin, a large destabilizing moment is generated by
the incresaed drag of the rem tip fin. On the other hand,
when an airplane with toed-in tip fins is yawed to an angle
sufficient to stall the forward tip fin, a large stabilizing
momcmt is produced. The manner in which the stalling of
toed-in and toed-out tip fins aflects the directional stability
of the airplane is illustrated in figure 15.
It has been suggested that the electiveness of drag tip
fins can be augmented by employing an airfoil section posses-
sing aerodynamic characteristics similar to those shown in
figure 16 for the NACA 4306 airfoil. In practice, the tip
ti are set at tho correct angle of toe-in for zero lift in
straight flight. When the airplane sideslips, the angle of
attack of the leading tip iin is made more negative and thus
causes n large increase in the profile-drag coefficient due to
flow separation; whereas, at the same time, the angle of
attack of the trailing tip fin is increased positively and thus
causes oral+ a relatively smal increase in its profile-drag
coefficient. Drag iins of this type have not been tested in
flight. A lateral oscillation may possibly develop as a result
of drag hysteresis, although such an eflect has not been
observed in teats of small-scale models.
The most effeotive tip& tested in the Langley free-flight
tunnel have been based on the profile-drag principle. Tip
fins based on induced-drag primiples have been somewhat
less effective. The tip iins based on lift principles have been
the least eilective tested because of the short moment arm
associated with the lift tip iins. The moment arm, however,
is controlled by the angle of sweep so that, for wings with a
large amount of sweepback, it may be feasible to design an
effective lift tip fin. Central b have generally been satis-
factory, pmticulsrly if mounted on the end of a fuselage.
(2) Turn&down wing tips.—The amount of inherent
directional stability possessed by a wing may be increased
by turning down the wing tips; thus, in eflect, the wing tips
are made to function somewhat ss lower-surface tip fins and
the increased directional stability is mmifested through the
outward lift developed on the wing tips. The incorporation
of positive dihednd angle on the wing, however, results in a
decrease in directiomd stabili@- because the lift of the wing
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itself is directad inward rather than outward (fig. 17). The
destabilizing influence of a positive dihedral angle must be
taken into account in computing the direction&l stabiliw
required of the wing tips. An examination of figure 17
indicatm that the effects of the dihedral can practically
nullify the effects of the turneddown wing tips. Turned-
down wing tips are believed to be 1- satisfactory for
securing directional stability than iins of the types previously
discussed.
(3) Automaticcontrol.-It has been suggested that a tail-
less airplane of very low directional stability with il.xed cm-
trols could be flown satisfactorily if an automatic pilot were
geared to the directional control in such a manner that when
the airplane side-slipped the amount of directional control
supplied would be suilicient to increase the eihctive value of
o Referehce 1 includes the suggestion that the directional
c~{trol could be linked with the aileron control in order h
minimize the effects of adverse aileron yaw. It is believed
that satisfactory flight behavior could be obtained with such
automatic-stabilizing schemes although, at the present time,
no flight investigations of such applications have been
reported.
. DIEE~ONALCONTROL
The requirements of rudder control for tailless airplanes
am ementially the same as for conventional airplane9.
Rudder control is necemu-y to counteract the adverse yaw
occurring during rolling maneuvera and to provide sticient
directional control to trim the airplane directionally at
operation under asymmetric power conditions. At the
(a)
(a) SwaP&ha& wing with 8“ dfhedral of cantarseationand -W dlkiml of wfng tfp.!.
CL-O* C.P-OJWS (C.e-O.WrH for wfng Whbout turneddown tiL!@.
>
(b]
(b) Swepbhck wing with r ahedml. c.~.o.lx@7 (CL-O.S) to o.Cm355(CL=l.0).
Fm- 17.-Com- of dfrentkmalstabfflty of two tapered swept-backMns
present time, the solution to the problem of creating ade-
quate directional control rem% primarily in reducing the
yawing moment that such a control must overcome; thus,
it is of particular advantage on tailless airplanes to locate
the propellam as close as possible to the center line and to
provide ailerons that create favorable ymving moments
when deflected.
The provision of adequate directional control on a tailless
airplane with rudders based on lift principles is difEcult.
because of the small moment arm available for control.
Computations have indicated that rudders based on lift
principles alone generally are not able to counteract the yaw-
ing moments generated by severe asymmetric thrust condi-
tions even if mounted at the tip of a swepkback wing.
Lift rudders must also develop an appreciable side force
bemuse of the short moment arm. In order to compensate
for this side force, the tailless airplane must be siddipped or
banked an appreciable amount because of its low lateral
res.ktance. Some of the flight ditliculties that may arise as
a result of thwe circumstances are discussed in reference 14.
Some use has been made, therefore, of directional control
that is dependent upon drag characteristics because of the
large moment arm which can be obtained by locating the
drag directional control at the wing tip,
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It nppem~ possible to design n rudder based on drag prin-
ciples utilizing a double split flap (brake flap) that could trim
the yawing momds caused by asymmetric thrust condi-
tions (fig. 18). It is cautioned, however, that split-flap
rudders muy generate undesirable rolling moments along
with the ywving momenta produced. This type of rudder
may also affect the performance of the airplane if the drag
increments necessary for control are very large. At the
present time, specific designs of rudders of this type should
be developed experimentally.
The use of propellers mounted in the wing tips has been
proposed as rLmethod for supplying directional stability and
control. Such a system could, of course, be used easily
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with an automatic pilot. It is believed, however, that
structural considerations may make such an arrangement
impracticable at the present time.
DIHRDEAL
Tho requirements of dihedral for stability are essentially
the same for a tailless airplane as for a conventional airplane.
Computations of the type presented in references 16 and 16
rmd investigations conducted in the Langley free-flight tunnel
(fig. 14 rmd reference 17) have indicated that, in the interest
of lateral control and steadiness in gusty air, it is deskable
to keep the effective dihedral angle small. The results of
theso investigationa have indicated that, for satisfactory
lateral stability, the effective dihedral angle should not exeeed
a value corresponding to — Clfl=0.001w dew=- Tfi V~Ue
of Old corresponds to a geometric dfiedral a%le of about 5°
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on a plain wing with no sweepbrmk. It is noted that for a
wing with no sweepback C,fl is practically independent of
lift coefficient.
Effect of sweepback.-systematic investigations to de-
termine the effect of sweepbaek and taper on Cl~ me be%
conducted. The limited data available at the present time
indicate that the effective dihedral of n swept-back wing
increases with angle of attack; it is thus advisable to use a
geometric dihedral angle of about 0° in order that, at the
higher lift eoeilicients, the effective dihedral does not exceed
3° or 4°. The increase in Cl~ with angle of attack for a
swept-back wing is not so detrimental as might list bo
supposed, however, bemuse of the nccompmying tiweasc
in -mwthercock stability. An empirical formula for esti-
mating the effect of sweep on Cl@is discussed in reference 1S.
Effeot of sweepforward.--The effective dihedral of a
sweptiforwaxd wing decreases as the angle of attack is
increased. Some idea of the magnitude of the effect to be
expectad is given in reference 18. There is an indication
also that the vwathercock stability of a swept-forward wing
may decrease with increase in angle of attack. This effect
would make the attainment of lateral stability over a large
range of angle of attack dii%cult. More information on
swept-forward wings is needed, however, in order to evaluate
these effects.
AILERON CONTROL
The aileron control of a tailless airplane presents no prob-
lems greatly different from those for conventional airplanes.
An eilort should be made, however, to avoid adveme aileron
yawing moments, particularly if the directional stability is
low, in order to minimize the sidedip developed during
rolling maneuvem. Adveme aileron ya~~ momenta can be
minimized by uprigging both ailerons or by utilizing rota-
table wing tips of the type previously described. In order
to overcome the effects of adverse aileron yaw, it may be of
advantage to employ a spring connection between the aileron
and rudder control in a manner described in the section
entitled “Tactical maneuvers.” It is desirable also that no
pitohing moments be produced by he deflection of the
ailerons because the ailercms have nearly the same moment
arm as the elevators. It is necessary therefore to use ail-
erons with an equal up and down deflection.
Spoiler control.-The use of spoilem for ailerons on tailless
airplanes has been advocated from time to time. If only
upgoing spoiler projections are used, the pitching momenta
developed are prohibitive. A spoiler ar.mugerpent employ-
ing equal up and down projections would improve this con-
dition but the data available are insui%cient for evaluating
conclusively the merits of such a system.
Eleven control.--For some tailless airplanes utilizing a
swept-back wing, ailerons placed near the wing tips have
been made to act also as elevators because the most effective
position for both controls is near the wing tips and because
larger-sprm lift flaps can be employed if the two controls are
combined. Such an arrangement, called elevens, combines
the design reaui.rements of bofi ~~on ~d elevator fi one
control imd introduces additional problems.
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The total effective deflection range for an eleven must be
the sum of the ranges required for the aileron and elevatir.
The fact that the neutral position of the eleven may be at
some upward deflection when it is functioning as an aileron
can be utilized to a certain extent in reducing the aileron
stick forces. With a large static margin, however, the full
aileron deflection used with the large upward elevator
deflection required at low speed may produce large pitching
moments and small rolling moments because the upgoing
eleven may stall. In order to improve this condition in
some designs, the use of an auxiliary longitudinal trimmhg
device called a pitch flap has been proposed. The pitch flap
is located outbomd of the aileron. With such a device, the
lateral control could be obtained at low speeds by supplying
most of the trim with the pitch flaps and thereby minimizing
the upward deflection of the elevens. The elevens then
would be deflected as ailerons over a greater linear range of
the curve of rolling moment against deflection.
The conditions regulating the balance of an eleven for a
typical huge tai.lka airplane are indicated in figure 19. The
ranges of values of C,, and C,= that satisfy the stipulated
elevator and aileron requirements independently were
evaluated by the methods given in references 10 and 19.
The cross.hatied region includes all values of C,d and C*=
that satisfy simultaneously the stipulated elevator and
aileron requirements. The eleven must be balanced over a
much larger deflection range than either the elevator or
aileron alone and, because of the increased deflection range
required, greater physical limitations are imposed concern-
ing the length of the internal balance that can be used. The
considerations that have already been discussed in regard
to controlling the upfloating tendency of the elevator with
angle of attack also apply to the elevens.
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Trimming-tab operation of elevens diflers from that for
ailerons alone in that the tab must trim the hinge mommt of
each eleven to zero when it is desired to trim the nirphum in
roll in order b prevent the development of elevator sticlc
forces. For ailerons alone, it is essentinl only that tho tab
cause one aileron hinge moment to balance thnt of the other
aileron.
Section data from unpublished tests of an intmmdly bal-
anced, beveled, 0.18C eleven with 0.26c. tab indicate thnt for
angles of attack up to the stall a full-olevon-spon tab
deflected &20° could tiim to zero the hinge moment of an
eleven deflected 525°. The same data, however, indicnte
that little if any additional rolling moment can be produced
by deflecting the eleven upward beyond250 at large angles of
attack.
DYN-C STABILITY
Damping in yawing,-For tailless airplanes, the rotational
damping is invariably low on account of the reduction of (he
tail length. A comparison of the measured damping-
moment coeilicient due to ywwing at a lift coefficient of 0.60 for
various tailless airplanes and a conventional airplnne is given
in figure 20. The values were obtsined by the free-oscilldion
method described in reference 20. The portion of C.,
contributed by the wings can be estimated from tho datn in
reference 21. It was pointed out in referenm 1, however,
that within the usual limits of dihedral and directional stab-
ility the damping of the lateral oscillations is gonemlly
greater than would be indicated from only the damping duo
to yawing velocity. Subsequent experience in flying tnilless
models in the Langley free-flight tunnel has substantintccl this
statement, and it appears that the small values of tlm dnmp-
ing parameter C., associated with tailless airplanes will not
be excessively detrimental to the flying qualities provided
the directional stability of the airplnne is adequate. The
damping of the lateral oscillations is likely to be criticnl in
the high-speed conditions because both C., nnd the coupling
between the yawing and rolling motion tend to diminish nt
the low angles of attmck.
On account of the low values of C% associated with tnillms
airplanes, some apprehension has existed concerning the
large angles of sideslip that may be developed wlmn the
airplane is subjected to a disturbance of the type produced
by asymmetric loss of thrust. There appear to be no clntn
pertaining to the direct effect of C%,on a sidcslipping motion
of this type. The experience acquired in flying tailloss-
airplane models in the Langley free-flight tunnel hna in-
dicated that the effect of C+ is probably second my to other
parameters. The results presented in reference 16 indicnto
that the maximum amplitude of the sideslip oscillation is
influenced markedly by the rolling moment due to the
sideslip C% and particularly by the ynwing moment due to
the siddip C&. Increasing either the directional stmbility
or the dihedral reduces the magnitude of the sideslip gener-
ated by a yawing moment but the greatest reduction in
sideslip appears to result from incensing the directional
stability.
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Spinning,-Tests conducted in the Langley 20-foot free-
spinning tunnel have indicated that the steady-spin charac-
teristics of tailless rLirplanes are easentisly the same as for
conwmtionfd airplanes. The control manipulations re-
quired for reeovery from a steady spin, however, have been
found to depend on the type and location of the control
surface employed.
l?or tailless airplanea that have a vertical tail mounted at
the rear of a fuselage, the application of rudder control
would probably affect the spin in a manner similar to that
for rLconventional airplane because the vertical tail is not
blanketed by the wing. If the vertical tail is located on the
rear upper surfnco of the wing, however, the rudder control
is likely to be ineffective because of the blanketing effect of
the wing.
For tnilless airplanes that have vertical tails at the wing
tips, the application of rudder control would probably be
effective for spin recovery, particularly if the rudder extends
below tlm wing. For tailless-airplane desie- without a
fuselngo, spin recovery has been found to be expedited by
application of rolling moments against the spin. The ai-
lerons therefore should be moved against the spin for best
recovery. The moments produced by trailing-edge drag
rudders in the stalled range of angle of attack may be con-
siderably difFerent from those in the unstalled range. Some
types of drag rudder have been found to produce apprecia-
ble pro+pin rolling moments when applied against the spin
and therefore are not effective for recovery. It is recom-
mended, therefore, that the aerodynamic characteristics in
yaw for diilerent rudder deflections of taillessArplane
designs that have drag rudders be obtained at angles of
attack beyond the stall if the possibility of a spin appears
likely. The results of these tests would facilitate the
evaluation of the relative merits of alternative rudder
designs. For a complete investigation of the recovery
characteristics, spin tests of the model are usually required.
Tactical maneuvers.-The suitability of tailless airplanes
for performing tactical maneuva of the nature required for
formation flying, bombing, and acrid combat has been the
subject of frequent discussion. From considerations pre-
viously discussed, it appears that adequate directional
stability is a necessary requirement for steadiness and easo of
control. The fact that the lateral resistance associated with
tnilks airplanes is low may preclude the possibility of mnk-
ing flat turns with the rudder alone. At the present time,
however, little information is available concerning the influ-
ence of side area on the lateral flying qualities of tailless nir-
planw. More research is needed on this subject, particularly
in regard to the eflects produced by the different directional-
CODtrol devices mentioned in this paper.
The argument has been advanced that a pilot flying a
fighter taillesa airplane will experience difficulty in keeping
his gunsight ali.ned with the target. It is believed however
that, if the tailless airplane possesses the same directional
stability and dihedral characteristics as are demanded for
conventional airplanes, the controlled motions during the
normal accelerated maneuvers should not difler appreciably
from those of the conventional airplane.
In view of the likelihood that the successful taiUess-
airplane design may yet have lower directional stibility than
conventional airplanes, the eflect of adverse aileron yaw on
the pilot’s aim may be more pronounced and in such cases a
spring connection between the aileron and a “tmmrning tab on
the rudder may be necessary in order to satisfy the following
criterion:
C.R c,,” -C.,
Such an arrangement should improve the steadiness of f@ht.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TAILLESS AND
CONVENTIONAL AIRPLANES
In recent years opinion has been divided as regards the
relative adaptability of tailless and conventional airplanea
for both fighter and bomber airplanes as evidenced by the
variety of designs that have appeared. Some observations
concerning the relative merits of tailless and conventional
designs are offered here horn consideration of the stability
and control problems that have been discussed.
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Small airplanes.-On aocount of the thin wing sections
required for high speed, the volume enclosed by the wings
of a small airplane is not large enough to carry nll the load;
consequently, it is necessmy on small airplanes of either the
tailless or conventional type b incorporate a fuselage or
some ot%er load -g ~ement. It appOlll’S &O that a
vertical tail is necessary for directional stnbili~. The differ-
ence between rLsmaII tai.bs airphme and a smd conven-
tional airplane, therefore, is essentially due to the suppres-
sion of a horizontal tail as a means of obtaining longitudinal
stability and control. If the conventionrd airplane were
permitted rL reduction in maximum lift comparable with
that tolerated on tailless airplanes, the tail size could be
reduced considerably. WXh the small horizontal tail then
rdlowmble, the conventional airplane might have a perform-
ance comparable with that usually claimed for tailless air-
planes without the restrictions attached to the longitudinal
control.
Large airplanes,-For large airplanes having spans of 150
to 500 feet, the volume of the wing alone may be sufficient
to enclose bulk or weight of an appreciable magnitude even
with the thin wing sections required for high speed. There
is little reason to suspect that conventional airplanw of
equal span will have any less wing sprwe available for cargo
purposes than tailless airplanes. It appears, therefore, that
the suppression of the fuselage as a load+mrying element is
primarily a matter of airplane size rather than of type.
In spite of the suppression of the fuselege, however, a
vertical tail may be necessary on any large airplane, partic-
ularly on bombe~, if optimum directional stabili~ and con-
trol are h be obtained. Some method must also be provided
for obtaining longitudinal control. Whether the longi-
tudinal control is obtained by elevens or by a hotiontal tail
located on rL tail boom would seem to have a secondruy-
irdluenco on the ultimate performance to be expected. On
the basis of the present knowledge of the stability and con-
trol chmacteristics of tailless airplanes, it appears desirable
to make a comprehensive study of the comparative perform-
ance ta be espected from tailless and conventional airplanes
before proceeding further with stability and control studies.
LANGLDY hlEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY Co MNJTPED FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 19,19.44.
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